ABSTRACT: Risk assessment (RA) and life cycle assessment (LCA) are two analytical tools used to support decision making in environmental management. This study reviewed 30 environmental assessment case studies that claimed an integration, combination, hybridization, or complementary use of RA and LCA. The focus of the analysis was on how the respective case studies evaluated emissions of chemical pollutants and pathogens. The analysis revealed three clusters of similar case studies. Yet, there seemed to be little consensus as to what should be referred to as RA and LCA, and when to speak of combination, integration, hybridization, or complementary use of RA and LCA. This paper provides clear recommendations toward a more stringent and consistent use of terminology. Blending elements of RA and LCA offers multifaceted opportunities to adapt a given environmental assessment case study to a specific decision making context, but also requires awareness of several implications and potential pitfalls, of which six are discussed in this paper. To facilitate a better understanding and more transparent communication of the nature of a given case study, this paper proposes a "design space" (i.e., identification framework) for environmental assessment case studies blending elements of RA and LCA. Thinking in terms of a common design space, we postulate, can increase clarity and transparency when communicating the design and results of a given assessment together with its potential strengths and weaknesses.
■ INTRODUCTION
Risk assessment (RA) and life cycle assessment (LCA) are two analytical tools used to support decision making in environmental management. RA and LCA were initially developed and used by largely separate groups of specialists. 1 RA is a very broad analytical tool that is applicable in many different contexts. The present study focuses on RA in the context of environmental management and does not address RA in the context of safety and reliability engineering (e.g., risk assessment of power plants based on the analysis of fault trees and event trees). In the context of environmental management, RA is often concerned with evaluating the risks posed by stressors, such as chemical pollutants or pathogens, to humans and other receptors. Risk is commonly defined as a combination of the probability and the severity (nature and magnitude) of effects from a proposed action. 2, 3 The quantitative assessment of chemical risks is often labeled as ecological risk assessment, environmental risk assessment, human health risk assessment, or human and environmental risk assessment. The quantitative assessment of pathogen risks is usually labeled as quantitative microbial risk assessment (QMRA).
LCA is an analytical tool for the environmental assessment of products or services and generally covers the entire life cycle, or supply chain, of a product or service. Environmentally relevant resource consumption and emissions throughout this life cycle are quantified with respect to a functional unit, and the related potential impacts on a number of safeguard subjects (e.g., human health, natural environment, and natural resources) are estimated. LCA methodology has developed considerably since its emergence in the late 1970s, 4 and several life cycle inventory (LCI) databases and life cycle impact assessment (LCIA) methods are available. LCIA methods cover a continuously expanding number of impact categories and corresponding characterization models for the conversion of emissions from, and resources used in, the life cycle of a product or service into impacts. 5 This type of LCA may also be referred to as environmental LCA (E-LCA) in order to distinguish it from social LCA (S-LCA) and life cycle costing (LCC).
Both RA and LCA can be used to evaluate the effects of chemical pollutants and pathogens emitted to the environment on humans and other species. In both analytical tools, the assessment requires information about emissions, fate and transport in the environment, exposure of different receptors, and effects on different receptors. Early attempts to include human toxicity and ecotoxicity of chemical pollutants in LCA were to a large extent inspired by expert knowledge and mathematical relationships established within chemical RA. 6−10 In a similar way, early efforts to include the effects of pathogens on human health in LCA were largely inspired by QMRA. 11 The similarities, differences, and potential synergies between RA and LCA have been thoroughly discussed on a theoretical level in a special issue of Risk Analysis in 2002, 1,12−14 a special section in Human and Ecological Risk Assessment in 2006, 15−18 and in regular issues of various other journals. 19−21 RA focuses on comparing the predicted total exposure of certain receptors to certain stressors with corresponding thresholds, or on predicting the likelihood of a certain effect, mostly applying a reasonable worst-case scenario approach. Depending on its purpose, RA covers one or several stressors (i.e., chemical pollutants and pathogens) and one or several receptors (i.e., humans or specified other ecological entities) at one or several sites. RA for a certain activity could encompass several stressors and receptors at one site, but disregard emissions of these stressors and the effects on these receptors elsewhere. This kind of RA could be conducted, for example, in the permitting process for industrial activities under the environmental protection legislation of a given country. RA could also encompass emissions of a substance from different sources and at different locations throughout the life cycle of a substance.
LCA typically compares the environmental performance of different product or service systems, or different life cycle phases of a product or service system, for average conditions (routine operations under steady-state conditions). Traditionally, LCA does not take into account the time−space distribution of stressors, the existence of toxicity thresholds, or varying acceptability of impacts.
Even though the basic ingredients of RA and LCA (i.e., the environmental processes and phenomena that are to be incorporated, the mathematical relationships postulated for each of these phenomena, and the chemical and environmental data needed in these relationships) are largely similar, RA and LCA can supply decision makers with different types of information. 17 Early examples of the complementarity of the perspectives provided by RA and LCA are prospective environmental assessments in the context of contaminated site remediation 22 and bleaching of mechanical pulp, 23 and a retrospective comparison of the environmental profile of laundry detergents at different points in time. 24, 25 In recent years, several other environmental assessment case studies were published that claimed an integration, combination, hybridization, or complementary use of RA and LCA. The goal of the present study was to analyze thoroughly these more recent environmental assessment case studies blending elements of RA and LCA in one way or another.
■ METHODS
We searched the Scopus database for environmental assessment case studies containing the terms "life cycle assessment" and "risk assessment", "life cycle impact assessment" and "risk assessment", or "life cycle risk assessment" in the title, abstract, or keywords (i.e., ("life cycle assessment" AND "risk assessment") OR ("life cycle impact assessment" AND "risk assessment") OR "life cycle risk assessment"). The abbreviations LCA and LCIA as well as alternative spellings (i.e., "lifecycle" and "lifecycle") were included in the search. The literature search yielded 30 environmental assessment case studies. These case studies were analyzed in an iterative manner. The three overarching questions were as follows: what methodological characteristics distinguish environmental assessment case studies blending elements of RA and LCA; has a unified terminology emerged; and what can be learnt for future environmental case studies blending elements of RA and LCA? A preliminary screening focusing on the methodological characteristics of the reviewed case studies helped to identify clusters of similar studies, as well as a set of characteristics distinguishing the clusters from one another. The methodological differences were then scrutinized in order to reveal similarities and differences related to the choice of cause−effect chain models and associated parameters. The focus of the analysis hereby was on how the respective case studies evaluated emissions of chemical pollutants and pathogens.
■ RESULTS
Typology of Case Studies. The environmental assessment case studies investigated in this study displayed a considerable flexibility in terms of how elements of RA and LCA were blended. We identified three clusters of similar case studies ( Figure 1 ).
Site-Dependent Assessment (Cluster 1). Several case studies aimed at a site-dependent estimation of health risks in a given country, such as those resulting from emissions of particulate matter, 26−29 airborne hexavalent chromium, 30 or decabromodiphenyl ether. 31 In these studies, environmentally extended input−output analysis (EEIOA) was the starting point for a spatially differentiated (site-dependent) assessment of human health risks. These studies all claimed to have blended elements of RA and LCA. Yet, it should be noted that a very similar overall model structure also results from efforts toward increased spatial differentiation through site-dependent impact assessment in LCIA, such as the development of spatially differentiated fate, transport, and exposure models for human toxicity and ecotoxicity. 32, 33 Application of Life Cycle Thinking in RA (Cluster 2). A product/service-based life cycle perspective can also be applied in RA. 34, 35 This implies that the purpose of RA does not remain restricted to one central substance or site, but the assessment considers emissions of one or several substances from different sources and at different locations throughout different life cycle stages of a product or service. Shih and Ma, 36 for instance, investigated human health risks associated with heavy metal release during bottom ash treatment, reuse of bottom ash in pavement, and disposal of bottom ash in a landfill (after reuse in pavement or directly after ash treatment). Milazzo and Spina 37 investigated human health risks along the production chain of biodiesel. Such life cycle risk assessment (LCRA) has also been applied to risks other than chemical risks. Aissani and colleagues, 38 for example, investigated the risk of accidents in two energy pathways at different life cycle stages.
Trade-off between Local and Global Effects (Cluster 3). In the field of contaminated site remediation, which traditionally has been more concerned about mitigation of local risks (primary impacts), it has been recognized that a focus on local risk mitigation measures may simply shift the effects elsewhere if life cycle impacts of the risk mitigation measures (secondary impacts) are not considered. 39 elsewhere (possibly by other stressors) as a result of, for instance, energy production required for treatment operations. 11,45−47 A comparison between local and global impacts could in principle be made entirely within an LCA framework. For example, LCIA methods could be applied to local emissions separately. 39, 48 However, many case studies recognized the need for more site-specific assessments to address local impacts in LCA (cluster 3A). In the field of contaminated site remediation, for example, it was recognized that the estimation of the environmental impacts of contaminant leaching would require site-specific fate and exposure models. 42−44 The importance of including site-specific fate and exposure models for chemical toxicity was also acknowledged in other contexts, such as metal degreasing, 49 rotogravure printing, 50 textile production, 51 road and earth construction, 52 water and wastewater treatment, 47 and land application of sewage sludge. 53 Similar to the efforts to include site-specific models for chemical risk in LCA, also attempts to include pathogen risk in LCA relied on site-specific fate and exposure models. 11, 45, 46, 54 The case studies belonging to cluster 3A have a model structure where certain cause−effect chains from emission to receptor are investigated separately for a central process using site-specific fate and transport models, and for the auxiliary processes supporting this central process using generic fate and transport models, respectively.
Many case studies also sought to take into account aspects of distribution and acceptability of local risks for specific members of a human population (clusters 3B and 3C). Contexts where these aspects were taken into account include contaminated site remediation, 39−41 metal degreasing, 49, 55, 56 rotogravure printing, 50 plastic bottle design, 57 alumina nanofluid production, 58 electronic waste recycling, 59 material recycling in roadway construction, 60, 61 and apple orchard management. 62 The case studies belonging to clusters 3B and 3C have a model structure where some cause−effect chain models represent overall impacts for a given human population (henceforward referred to as LCA perspective) and other cause−effect chain models represent risks for specific members of a given human population (henceforward referred to as RA perspective). The cause−effect chain models used to estimate local risks (RA perspective) are usually site-specific. The cause−effect chain models used to estimate overall impacts (LCA perspective) can in principle be site-generic (i.e., no spatial differentiation in sources and receiving environments), site-dependent (i.e., some spatial differentiation), or site-specific (i.e., very detailed spatial differentiation) (see also Potting and Hauschild 63 ) . In most case studies, the estimation of overall impacts (LCA perspective) did not distinguish between global and local impacts (cluster 3B). 39−41,51,55−62 In some other case studies, the estimation of overall impacts (LCA perspective), as in cluster 3A, featured site-specific fate and exposure models for local impacts (cluster 3C). 49, 50 Most of the case studies belonging to clusters 3B and 3C reported the results obtained for the LCA perspective and the RA perspective separately with intent to broaden decision support. The concept of disability-adjusted life years (DALY) (see Murray 64 ) has been adopted in both RA and LCA, and enables to express the outcomes of both perspectives in terms of a common indicator. Other studies used multicriteria analysis methods ranging from the use of weighting factors 39 to more complicated approaches, 41, 57, 60, 62, 65 in order to weight and aggregate the results representing the two different perspectives.
Use of Terminology. The review of the case studies brought about some interesting findings regarding the use of terminology. The terms risk and impact seem to be applied fairly consistently within and across studies, whereas consensus seems to be lacking with regard to the terms combination, integration, hybridization, and complementary use of RA and LCA.
Risk or Impact? For chemical pollutants, effects at the global scale are consistently referred to as global impacts, whereas effects at the local scale are sometimes referred to as local risks and sometimes as local impacts. Nevertheless, there appears to be a consensus to speak of local risks when the site-specific local assessment concerns the exposure of specific individuals Figure 1 . Plurality of model structures. Three clusters of similar case studies were identified. Note that "risk" denotes that the assessment is meant to address the distribution and acceptability of an effect at the level of individuals, whereas "impact" denotes that the assessment is meant to address the overall impact at the level of a population.
(RA perspective), and of local impacts when the assessment concerns the aggregate exposure of a population (LCA perspective). Only a few studies deviated. For example, Kikuchi and Hirao 49 seem to have addressed both perspectives and used both terms interchangeably to refer to both perspectives. This ambiguity, however, was resolved in later studies by the same authors. 55, 56 For pathogens, only effects at the local scale were considered in the studies reviewed. These effects were consistently referred to as pathogen risk. If the above use of terminology were applied also to studies attempting to include the effects of pathogens on human health in LCA, the respective effect should perhaps be referred to as pathogen impact or pathogen impact potential, rather than pathogen risk. The term pathogen risk would then be used to refer to the effect of pathogens on specific individuals (RA perspective) rather than a given population as a whole (LCA perspective). Combination, integration, hybridization, or complementary use of RA and LCA?
Case studies aiming at a site-dependent assessment (cluster 1) essentially combined EEIOA (the use of which is common in LCA) with environmental fate, exposure, and effect assessment models (of the type commonly used in RA). This approach is concisely described only by one study. 30 The other four studies belonging to cluster 1 are less concise and speak of a combination or integration of EEIOA-LCA with RA, 29, 31 an integration of RA and LCA, 26 or the incorporation of regional variability into EEIOA-LCA. 27, 28 Case studies applying life cycle thinking to RA (cluster 2) have referred to their efforts as integration of lifecycle thinking into RA 36 or integrated use of RA and LCA. 37 The term hybridization has been used for some time in the context of LCI construction from parallel use of EEIOA and process analysis. 66 More recently, it was used in studies attempting to include pathogen risk in an LCA framework 45, 46, 54 to describe the use of QMRA in an LCA framework (subset of cluster 3A).
In studies accounting for different perspectives (clusters 3B and 3C), the terms combination and integration appear to have been used fairly interchangeably, although some case studies speak of a complementary use of RA and LCA 51, 52 or a comprehensive assessment tool, 62 or make no attempt to label their approach. 59 Proposition of a Design Space for Case Studies Blending Elements of RA and LCA. In light of the ambiguity regarding what should be referred to as RA and LCA, as well as different interpretations of what integration, combination, hybridization, or complementary use of RA and LCA actually means, we think it would be useful to transcend the RA-LCA dichotomy underlying many previous studies, and instead approach the different case studies in terms of a common design space. The characteristics of the 30 environmental assessment case studies analyzed in this paper are summarized in the Supporting Information using the design space proposed and described here.
The proposed design space is similar to the evaluative framework for the evaluation of conceptual and analytical approaches used in environmental management proposed by Baumann and Cowell, 67 and the identification key for selecting methods for sustainability assessments proposed by Zijp and colleagues. 68 Rather than targeting the choice of a certain assessment framework (i.e., RA framework or LCA framework), the design space proposed in this paper presupposes that an environmental assessment framework blending elements of RA and LCA is adequate, and outlines choices to be made within this type of assessment framework when blending elements of RA and LCA. However, the proposed design space does not give detailed instructions on how individual components (i.e., RA perspective or LCA perspective) should be designed, as other sources 69 are useful in this regard. The main idea behind the proposed design space is to facilitate a better understanding and more transparent communication of the nature of a given case study by asking a number of specific questions pertaining to different aspects of the design space. These questions include both the characteristics of the study as a whole and the characteristics of the cause−effect chains related to chemical pollutants and pathogens. The design space provided the basis for the characterization of the reviewed case studies in the Supporting Information. The different aspects of the design space are illustrated in Figure 2 .
Regarding a given case study as a whole, four questions are useful: what is the orientation of the study (i.e., substanceoriented, product/service-oriented, process-oriented), which perspectives are covered (i.e., RA perspective only, LCA perspective only, or both perspectives), which impact categories are covered, and which cause−effect chains are covered?
Regarding the details of the cause−effect chains related to chemical and pathogen risks, the following questions are useful: what type of risk or impact does the given cause−effect chain represent and what is the perspective (i.e., RA perspective or LCA perspective) addressed by the given cause−effect chain model, what is the assessment end point of the study (i.e., is the category indicator based on emissions, environmental concentrations, or effects on receptors), what types of uncertainty are considered and how are they handled, how is data assigned to the emission inventory (i.e., via EEIOA or process analysis, or both), which substances are covered, what is the mode of analysis, what is the extent of temporal and spatial differentiation regarding the emission inventory, what type of fate and exposure models are used, what is the extent of temporal and spatial differentiation in fate and exposure models, which kinds of mathematical relationships are used in effect assessment (e.g., linear or nonlinear dose−response relationships) and which is the point of departure for effect assessment (e.g., NOAEL, LOAEL, BMDL10, ED10, ED50), which exposure pathways and receptors are considered, and what is the extent of spatial differentiation in effect assessment?
■ DISCUSSION
As revealed by the literature review, blending elements of RA and LCA offers multifaceted opportunities to adapt a given environmental assessment case study to a specific decision making context. This flexibility, however, requires awareness regarding the use of terminology as well as a number of implications, potential pitfalls, and open issues.
More Stringent and Consistent Use of Terminology. We acknowledge that opinions may diverge on what should be described as combination, integration, hybridization, or complementary use of RA and LCA. Yet, we believe that the ambiguity related to the terms integration, hybridization, and complementary use of RA and LCA in fact is caused by ambiguity related to the meaning or the use of the terms RA and LCA. For example, Kikuchi and Hirao 49 used a onecompartment box model to estimate the effect of exposure to dichloromethane in an indoor environment (metal degreasing plant) in terms of an overall effect on human health (expressed 50 used a one-compartment box model to estimate the effect of exposure to toluene in indoor environments (printing facility, newsstands, and households) in terms of an overall effect on human health (expressed as comparative toxic units (CTU)). Even though the structure of these two cause−effect chain models is remarkably similar, the use of a one-compartment box model for the estimation of the health effects associated with the exposure to chemicals in an indoor environment was seen as part of a plant-based RA in one study (Kikuchi and Hirao 49 ) and as part of LCA in the other study (Walser and colleagues 50 ). This example is illustrative of what seems to be a common source of ambiguity.
The term RA (with regard to chemicals or pathogens) in principle refers to an assessment of the hazard and exposure of a receptor to the stressor at hand, where the goal of the assessment generally is to achieve a basis to decide whether the risk is acceptable or not, that is, whether risk management actions are needed. The term LCA, on the other hand, in principle refers to an assessment of impacts caused by emissions throughout the life cycle of a product or service, where the goal of the assessment is to compare environmental impacts between different alternative products or services fulfilling similar functions, or to compare different stages of the life cycle.
In our opinion, the perspectives addressed in a given case study should determine whether the study is referred to as RA or LCA, or a combination of RA and LCA. A case study that only addresses the RA perspective could be said to adhere to a traditional RA framework. A case study that only addresses the LCA perspective could be said to adhere to a traditional LCA framework. A case study addressing both perspectives adheres neither to a traditional RA nor a traditional LCA framework. A combination or integration of RA and LCA thus is only achieved when both the RA perspective and the LCA perspective are accounted for in a given case study. This is the case only for the case studies belonging to clusters 3B and 3C.
Case studies making a distinction between impact categories at different spatial scales, but essentially sticking to an LCA framework (i.e., only addressing the LCA perspective), in our opinion do not imply a combination or integration of RA and LCA, even though the local analysis may be inspired by cause− effect chain models previously used in (chemical or microbial) RA due to its local focus (cluster 3A). To speak of a combination, integration, or hybridization of RA and LCA when different ingredients (i.e., the environmental processes and phenomena that are to be incorporated, the mathematical relationships postulated for each of these phenomena, and the chemical and environmental data needed in these relationships) are exchanged between RA and LCA, we think, may be misleading and confusing. In particular, LCIA rather than RA may be the preferred term if a given cause−effect chain model is used to address the LCA perspective, even if it has been adapted from cause−effect chain models that have been commonly used in an RA framework.
These findings and recommendations, we believe, are in line with, and corroborate the analysis by Udo de Haes and colleagues. 17 Implications. The case studies provided evidence that cause−effect chain models with different structures (i.e., different degrees of spatial and temporal differentiation, consideration or ignorance of subpopulation effects, and linear or nonlinear mathematical relationships in effect assessment) can coexist in one and the same environmental assessment case study. Here we discuss in particular the implications for scaling to a functional unit, highlighted by Udo de Haes and colleagues 17 as main difference between RA and LCA at the level of the overall model structure, and the estimation of effects at different spatial scales.
Scaling to a Functional Unit. The implications for scaling to a functional unit is closely related to the two modes of analysis identified by Udo de Haes and colleagues, 70 namely the attribution mode of analysis and the full mode of analysis.
In the attribution mode of analysis, a specified social demand or a specific function is the starting point, and all emissions related to this demand or function are included in the analysis. 70 The attribution mode of analysis is typical of traditional LCA, where the LCI includes resource use and emissions with reference to a functional unit (e.g., adequate treatment of the wastewater for 100 000 person equivalents during a year), and normally covers only a fraction of the emissions of the contributing processes (e.g., the fraction of the particulate matter emissions of a power plant corresponding to the electricity delivered to the wastewater treatment plant). This implies that the emissions related to the functional unit account for only part of the total exposure of various receptors (e.g., inhalation of particulate matter in the vicinity of the power plant). As a result, effect assessment in LCIA traditionally builds upon linear dose−response relationships. Linear dose−response relationships assume the same slope anywhere in the dose or concentration range and essentially disregard any effect-thresholds or other dose-dependent relationships.
In the full mode of analysis, emissions are included to their full extent rather than with reference to a functional unit. 70 The full mode of analysis is typical of traditional RA. For example, in an RA study addressing the human health and ecological risks related to land application of sewage sludge, the total load of contaminants (from this source) is considered rather than the fraction of the emissions that are related to a specific product or service contributing contaminants to the urban drainage system, as might be the case in an LCA study. In such an RA study, site-specific fate, transport, and exposure models are usually used to compare the predicted exposure and a threshold value. For such a threshold comparison, it makes little sense to base the predicted exposure on emissions scaled to a functional unit.
However, site-specific fate and exposure models have also been used in an LCA framework, for example, in the context of sewage sludge management 45, 54 or contaminated site remediation. 43, 44 In general, it can be said that the integration of sitespecific fate and exposure models usually applies to a specific central process or site (e.g., water treatment plant, contaminated site). For this central process, the underlying emission inventories may correspond with the full mode of analysis, and the effect assessment may contain nonlinear mathematical relationships. Yet, scaling to a functional unit is still possible, but must simply take place after effect assessment. If, for example, pathogen risk is estimated for a given sewage sludge management option, the estimated burden of disease rather than the emissions should be scaled to the functional unit. 71 Potential Impacts or Actual Impacts. The absence of spatial and temporal detail in traditional LCI (in combination with scaling to a functional unit and the use of linear dose−response relationships) puts constraints on the capacity of LCA to predict actual impacts. 72 As a result, impacts estimated in LCA are usually referred to as potential impacts. This expression indicates that it is unclear where and to what extent the impact will actually become manifest, given that the cause−effect chains are not modeled in a site-specific manner. However, through efforts toward spatial and temporal differentiation in LCI and LCIA, as well as the integration of site-specific fate and exposure models into LCIA, certain indicators estimated in LCA may become more akin to what could be described as predictions of actual impacts.
Kikuchi and Hirao, 49 for instance, compared and contrasted local and global human health impacts associated with different metal degreasing processes. To this end, their study combined conventional LCIA models for emissions at the global scale with site-specific fate and exposure models established within RA for emissions at the local scale. At the global scale, global warming potential and human toxicity were considered midpoints affecting the end point human health. At the local scale, exposure of workers and residents to process chemicals were considered. The human health impacts estimated with site-specific models, and those estimated with conventional (site-generic) LCIA models were both expressed in terms of a common category indicator (DALY). But Kikuchi and Hirao 49 have given consideration to the difference between potential impacts and predicted actual impacts by explicitly distinguishing actual DALYs (obtained from a site-specific assessment of local impacts related to local emissions) and marginal DALYs (obtained from a site-generic assessment of global impacts elsewhere).
Potential Pitfalls. When designing an environmental assessment case study that features elements of RA and LCA, modeling choices reflecting certain preferences are inevitable, as with any type of environmental assessment. 1,73−75 Here, we shed light on one particular bias that may result from model asymmetry. Furthermore, we discuss the risks of double counting, concealing relevant details, and inconsistent choice of parameter values. These potential pitfalls will be explained and illustrated for a hypothetical environmental assessment of two different sewage sludge management options: land application of sewage sludge and incineration of sewage sludge with subsequent phosphorus recovery.
Typology of Cause−Effect Chain Models. The emission of chemical pollutants or pathogens to the soil upon land application of sewage sludge may affect soil quality and contaminate water and food supplies. In a similar way, emissions to air upon incineration of sewage sludge may affect air quality. In an LCA of sewage sludge management options, these emissions would belong to the foreground system. Emissions from a power station delivering energy for the sewage sludge treatment operations under consideration, in contrast, would belong to the background system. In any case, the effects resulting from emissions in the foreground or background system may affect people living in the vicinity of the processes under consideration, or elsewhere. For example, contaminated food may be consumed in the vicinity of the land application site, or transported further away for consumption.
In a given environmental assessment case study blending elements of RA and LCA, certain cause−effect chains can in principle be described by site-specific fate and exposure models. This means that the emissions, receptors and effects are localized in the assessment. For example, the exposure of the population living in the vicinity of the sludge incineration plant, or the exposure of the population consuming food grown on sludge amended fields, to emissions of chemical pollutants may be assessed in a site-specific manner. In a similar way, the exposure of the population living around a given power station, delivering energy to the sewage sludge treatment operations under consideration, to particular matter emissions may be assessed in a site-specific manner. Other cause−effect chains are not usually described by site-specific fate and exposure models. This means that emissions, receptors, and effects are not localized. The effects of carbon dioxide emissions from the power station delivering energy to the sewage sludge treatment operations, for example, are not usually related to a specific population. Potential Bias Due to Model Asymmetry. If a given study combines the different perspectives offered by RA and LCA (clusters 3B and 3C), the RA perspective is likely to consist of a comparison of "localized" exposures with thresholds. Yet, this threshold comparison is usually only done for processes in the foreground system. Processes in the background system may be ignored in the threshold comparison. Within the RA perspective, there hence seems to be an asymmetry between "localized" risks located at different places. "Localized-here" risks in the immediate sphere of interest to the stakeholders and decision makers "here" (e.g., the municipality, the wastewater treatment plant operator, and people living in the vicinity of the treatment operations under consideration) are assessed, whereas "localized-there" risks elsewhere are not assessed and often cannot be so due to the nature of the analysis. One could argue that this asymmetry is not so problematic because stakeholders and decision makers elsewhere hopefully make sure that acceptable levels of "localized" risks are not exceeded in their immediate sphere of interest and influence. However, there may still be an asymmetry in power, that is, some stakeholders and decision makers may be more powerful than others in setting and enforcing thresholds.
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A perhaps more covert form of model asymmetry may emerge upon integration of site-specific models in the LCA perspective with intent to more meaningfully evaluate impacts of interest to stakeholders and decision makers "here" (clusters 3A and 3C). The integration of site-specific models for certain impact categories often means that "localized-here" impacts are modeled at the local scale using site-specific models, whereas "localized-there" impacts are modeled using site-generic models. In other words, "localized-there" impacts are treated in a similar way as "unlocalized" impacts. In the particular example of the popular USEtox model, this means assuming that "localized-there" air emissions are initially diluted in an air compartment that could be much larger than the dilution effect modeled for "localized-here" air emissions. This asymmetry of modeling "localized-here" impacts differently from "localizedthere" impacts could be said to correspond to an implicit value judgment. To which extent such a model asymmetry affects the overall results is unclear and represents an interesting opportunity for further investigation.
Finally, bias due to model asymmetry could also be introduced if emissions of different kinds of contaminants with similar spatial range of influence and similar cause−effect chains (e.g., human toxicity and pathogen impact) are modeled based on different degrees of site-specificity. For example, Heimersson and colleagues 45 compared pathogen impact (referred to as pathogen risk in the respective study) estimated based on site-specific models and human toxicity estimated based on models with a lesser degree of spatial and temporal differentiation. It is unclear to which extent the relative importance of pathogen impact and human toxicity is biased by the differences in model structure.
Double Counting. The risk of double counting mainly applies if site-specific characterization models are applied to "localized-here" emissions of a certain type separately, whereas other characterization models are based on emissions inventories representing both "localized-there" and "unlocalized" emissions together. Say a given study evaluates, among other impact categories, human toxicity resulting from heavy metal emissions at a sewage sludge land application site ("localized-here") using site-specific models, whereas the human toxicity resulting from emissions of heavy metals and other chemicals elsewhere ("localized-there" and "unlocalized") are dealt with using an LCIA model based on a larger spatial scale. One must now be careful that the "localized-here" heavy metal emissions are not accidentally aggregated with the "localized-there" and "unlocalized" heavy metal emissions elsewhere because heavy metal emissions would then be accounted for twice, once as total input to the calculations of "localized-here" impacts and once as partial input to the calculations of impacts from "localized-there" and "unlocalized" emissions.
Possible solutions for the problem of double counting have been discussed previously. 62, 76 Mouron and colleagues 62 suggested that double counting could be avoided by arranging sustainability attributes obtained through RA or LCA in a strictly hierarchical order such that each attribute only occurs once in a hierarchical attribute tree. Alvarez-Gaitan and colleagues 76 suggested to scale EEIOA results with system completeness factors that eliminate the "localized-here" emissions from the EEIOA inventory prior to aggregation with process LCI results representing "localized-here" emissions.
Inadvertent Inconsistencies in Fate and Exposure Modeling. The rationale followed by RA usually is to identify the exposure pathways and parameter choices with the highest effect per individual exposed. Such an approach is perfectly acceptable and appropriate when addressing the RA perspective. Yet, it may not be appropriate when addressing the LCA perspective, as a potentially larger number of people may be exposed through a less critical exposure pathway, leading to a potentially higher overall effect. There is a risk of inadvertently transferring assumptions and parameter value choices from an RA framework to an LCA framework in at least two ways.
To include pathogen impacts (expressed as burden of disease and referred to as pathogen risk in the respective study) in LCA of wastewater management, Harder and colleagues 54 used sitespecific models established within QMRA. Essentially, the exposure pathways and parameter choices were derived based on an RA framework. The exposure pathways with correspondent parameter values may reflect nominal system performance (reflecting routine operation under steady-state conditions) or bypass situations (reflecting periods of nonroutine operation). The parameter values chosen in either case may be conservative. If a given cause−effect chain is modeled to reflect periods of nonroutine operation and/or realistic worstcase assumptions, the direct integration of the results into an LCA framework in which average performance is generally assumed can thus be problematic, as the model may not be parametrized in accordance with the principles applied in the LCA framework.
Furthermore, upon aggregation and scaling to a functional unit, details regarding individual exposure pathways and subpopulation effects may get lost, as exemplified by the study by Heimersson and colleagues. 45 This practice is acceptable if the study intends to identify the wastewater management option with the best environmental performance (LCA perspective), as was the case in the study by Heimersson and colleagues. 45 However, if pathogen risk is small compared to other LCA derived burdens of disease (where the burden of disease may be distributed to a larger number of individuals), aggregation and scaling to a functional unit may conceal the fact that pathogen risk may still be higher than acceptable for certain individuals in the population from an RA perspective. 71 The same holds for chemical risks and highlights the Inadvertent Inconsistencies in the Use of Toxicity Data. In an RA framework, effect assessment for threshold effects can be based on the no observed adverse effect level (NOAEL) or the lowest observed adverse effect level (LOAEL). A different approach is the benchmark-dose (BMD) approach, which is applicable for both threshold and nonthreshold effects, and where the point of departure for risk characterization typically is the BMDL10 (the lower limit of a one-sided 95% confidence interval on the BMD10). Whichever value is chosen as point of departure, a set of assessment factors (AFs) or uncertainty factors (UFs) are applied in order to obtain a reference dose (RfD) that can subsequently be compared with the predicted human intake of a given substance. In an LCA framework, the point of departure for effect assessment usually is ED10 (BMD10) or ED50 data. Also here, a set of AFs or UFs are applied in order to derive slope factors for use in LCIA. When site-specific fate and transport models are taken from an RA framework to an LCA framework, one should be careful not to directly transfer toxicity data from the RA framework to the LCA framework, as the set of AFs or UFs is different in the two frameworks.
Open Issues and Further Opportunities. Recent environmental assessment case studies blending elements of RA and LCA have demonstrated considerable cross-fertilization between RA and LCA, and a further exchange of ideas and methods between the RA and LCA communities may be worthwhile. Particularly, the issue of how to handle variability and uncertainty, and the possibility to integrate nonstandard operation scenarios in LCA deserve some further attention.
Variability and Uncertainty. In RA of chemicals, it is common to distinguish between variability (i.e., quantifiable uncertainty that cannot be reduced by further research and measurements) and uncertainty (i.e., quantifiable uncertainty that can be reduced by further research and measurements). 3 There are generally two ways of dealing with uncertainty. 3 Under a deterministic risk assessment framework, a sense of uncertainty is tackled by introducing worst-case assumptions and safety factors. 77 A qualitatively different way of dealing with uncertainty in RA of chemicals is to adopt a probabilistic risk assessment framework and to integrate uncertainty in risk characterization by calculating a probability density instead of a conservative point estimate.
Also in LCA, the necessity to deal with uncertainty has long been recognized. 1,74,78−83 To address the role of value choices, Hofstetter and colleagues, 78 for instance, suggested to conduct several structurally identical types of LCA, each based on a coherent but different set of values. Other efforts include the quantification of parameter uncertainty. 84 Hofstetter and colleagues 78 even attempted to include a proxy indicator for unknown damage into LCA, which in principle is an attempt to estimate the uncertainty associated with something that is not quantifiable at the time of the analysis, but would in principle be quantifiable provided enough information were available.
The present study did not probe how the different case studies dealt with variability and uncertainty, as this would go beyond the scope of the present study. For case studies addressing both the RA and LCA perspective (clusters 3B and 3C), it would be interesting to investigate further whether it is problematic to deal with variability and uncertainty in different ways in the RA perspective and the LCA perspective, respectively.
Integration of Nonstandard Operation Scenarios into LCA. The integration of nonstandard operation scenarios (e.g., nonroutine operation, accidents, technological disasters) into LCA would be a further opportunity for cross-fertilization between RA and LCA. 38,85−88 Currently, hazardous events and their possible consequences are often taken into consideration in RA when new operations are established, whereas in LCA, normally only routine operations under steady-state conditions are considered.
Integration of Disparate Subpopulation Effects into LCA. Furthermore, just as in RA, disparate subpopulation effects could in principle be addressed in LCA through, for instance, separate consideration of children, workers, or elderly people.
■ CONCLUDING REMARKS
As revealed by the present study, environmental assessment case studies building on elements taken from RA and LCA can be designed in many different ways. The in-depth analysis of the case studies gave evidence for increasingly blurred boundaries between RA and LCA as well as some confusion regarding the use of terminology. We believe that RA and LCA provide complementary perspectives relevant in many different environmental assessments. In our opinion, it is adequate to speak of combination, integration, or combined use of RA and LCA only if a given case study encompasses both perspectives (clusters 3B and 3C). Speaking of combination, integration, combined use, or even hybridization of RA and LCA, when in fact only technical elements (i.e., the environmental processes and phenomena that are to be incorporated, the mathematical relationships postulated for each of these phenomena, and the chemical and environmental data needed in these relationships) are exchanged between RA and LCA, may be misleading and confusing. An exchange of technical elements may nevertheless be valuable and useful. But there are a number of implications and pitfalls at the level of the model structure, which analysts should be aware of when designing and interpreting an environmental assessment blending elements of RA and LCA. Notably, the potential asymmetry between the handling of local risks and impacts in the immediate sphere of interest to the decision maker ("localized-here") and local risks and impacts elsewhere on the globe ("localized-there") may correspond to an implicit value judgment and deserves particular attention, as it may go counter to the initial idea of LCA, namely that impacts at different locations should be treated in a similar way.
We conclude this paper by emphasizing that the design of a case study that builds on elements of RA and LCA requires careful consideration of a number of choices regarding methodology and reporting of results. Making these choices sensibly and transparently will contribute to the usefulness of environmental assessments blending elements of RA and LCA as decision support. The design space proposed in the present study may facilitate conscious and purposeful design and transparent communication of case studies blending elements of both RA and LCA. The use of the design space may help analysts and decision makers avoid pitfalls and explore the full potential of environmental case studies blending elements of RA and LCA.
Characteristics of the case studies reviewed in this study are summarized in Tables S1−S6 ( 
